
WE CARE
FROM 1985 WITH PASSION
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Sicilian Tourist Service was founded in 1985 by a family deeply rooted in tourism in Sicily.  
Today we are a strong team of professionals with a profound knowledge of the territory.

nice to meet you :)
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Handling groups and individuals far away from home is not always easy. Incidents, insatisfactions, 
 illness, delays, breakdowns often are resolved better and quicker on the spot.  

 
That is why many tour operators all over the world have decided to have a representative in Sicily. 
Take advantage of our yearlong experience in the field of tourism in South Italy as regards hotels, 

farm holidays, restaurants, guides, transportation and special experiences. We help you with the pro-
gram from the bottom. and once decided what to do, we provide you with text and photoes.  

 
And for your guests in Sicily a 24 hours assistance!  

need a long arm in sicily?
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A team of professionals ready for your needs

Our internal team is made of 18 people, and each of us has a specialty – 
booking, marketing, product design and so on – but we have one thing 
in common: we care! Incoming tourism is not just a job, it’s a passion, 
and so you’ll not get a simple arrangement, you’ll get our commitment. 
Good service is our polar star, and we like to think about ourselves as a 
sort of guardian angels. Just let everything in our hands and you’ll get 
value for money. 

38 years of precious experience
We care from 1985 and we are looking forward

24 HOURS  x 7 DAYS
Our flagship is the assistance on the territory: as soon as your clients 
arrive in Sicily, we'll stay at their disposal for the entire stay, 24/7

7 languages fluently spoken
Italian, English, French, Spanish, German, Japanese and Danish

HAPPY TRAVELLER / YEAR

WE COUNT

40.000 WHO?
35
YEARS

24 
HOURS

X7
DAYS

7
LANGUAGE
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<<< 
what can we  
do for you

TOURS 
Tailor made 

Organized 
Family friendly 

Lgbt friendly 
Self drive 

Sport & Adventure 
Unesco 
Luxury 

Food & Wine 
Golf 

Long stays 
 

EXPERENTIAL 
TOURISM 

 
M.I.C.E. 

 
WEDDING 

Planning and arrangement 
 

FOR YOUR BUSINESS 
Team building 

Manager coaching

Travel should remain in the memories of 
each person as one of the most intense 
and perfect moments of life. This is the 
aim of our company. 
 
Thanks to our experience, STS can arrange 
all sorts of stays and tours. Just get in 
touch with us and explain your wishes. 
We’ll suggest the right solution according 
to your desires and your budget.  
Our product managers are constantly  
looking for new ideas and inspiration,  
and this is the reason why we can give 
you all the classic destinations and tours, 
but also arrange an original package,  
suiting exactly your demand.   

WHAT?
1 

WE LISTEN  
TO YOUR 

NEEDS

2 
WE CREATE 
YOUR OWN 
PRODUCT

3 
WE FOLLOW 
YOU IN EVERY 

STEP

Our commitment is to create happy memories
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We personally know the destinations we propose, and our suppliers,  
in order to guarantee the best outcome for your projects

in the middle of the mediterranean
WHERE?
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2.700 
 

SUNNY HOURS 
YEAR

1.500 
KM OF 
COAST
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One island many destinations 
Sicily is the biggest island in the Mediterranean, with a surface of more 
than 25k km2. The landscape is very varied, as the island is mountainous 
and hilly – the highest massif being the volcano Etna, rising to 3300 m 
a.s.l. The coastline, mostly rocky to the north, and sandy to the south,  
is about 1500 km long. The climate is decidedly Mediterranean, with 
hot summers and short and mild winters. There are around 2500 hours 
of sunshine per year.  The water temperature varies from about 16 de-
grees Celsius in winter to 27 in summer. For a trip to Sicily, which is not 
limited to bathing purposes, we recommend the spring and autumn 
months, April - June and September - October. The two biggest towns 
in Sicily are Palermo and Catania, both have an international airport.  
The population is estimated to be about 5 milions. 
 



EXPERIENCES FEASTS 
& EVENTS WEDDING HISTORY, ART 

& CULTURE

SPORT 
& ADVENTURES 

FOOD 
& WINE LUXURY SEA 

& CRUISES

Sicily is an increasingly popular destination for visitors from all over the world. 
With its vast territory and its millenary history it is able to satisfy archaeology enthusiasts 

as well as those who want to experience the sea, those who want to go trekking and those who want to go shopping.  
The sport lovers and those who are interested in art, both ancient and modern, the health conscious who will find  

the best Mediterranean cuisine and young people who in our cities and tourist resorts find a lively and engaging nightlife.

SICILY IS... THE INFINITE ISLAND
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New destinations  
Sicily is our base and our core business, but thanks to the many contacts,  
the knowledge of the territory and our experience, we are able to offer  
effective support for the organization of holidays throughout the south of Italy.   
From Rome to Campania with Naples, Pompeii and the splendid Amalfi 
Coast, from the unexpected Calabria of Tropea and the natural parks,  
to Puglia, land of trulli, olive trees and baroque, we will be able to propose 
you classic tours and unexpected destinations.  
Malta is a small archipelago composed by four islands: Malta, which is the 
largest, where the capital La Valletta is, and Gozo, Comino and Cominotto.  
It lies between Europe and Africa, and has a rich history, due to the presence, 
in the course of times, of all the populations who ruled the Mediterranean, 
such as the Romans and the Normans. Moreover, there is a beautiful coast, 
allowing relaxing seaside holidays, as well as a lively nightlife, with casinos, 
discos, restaurants and more.  
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ITALY & MALTA



STS is among the most engaged tour operators in promoting Sicily.  
We know and we love our island, and we’d like you to understand the 
potentiality of this destination for your clients!  
We’d like to tell them Sicily’s age long history, lead them through our 
old markets, Baroque churches, medieval villages, volcanoes and 
temples. We want them to taste our food, drink our wine, swim in the 
crystal clear waters of our sea. 
If you rely on us, first of all you’ll get professional services, assistance 
and advice, everything exactly according to your necessities. And you’ll 
also get our personal touch, our care for details because a holiday in 
Sicily must be a once in a lifetime experience, a memory to keep.  
Let us be your local partner!  
Thanks to our multilingual, highly trained staff and our widespread  
network of local suppliers, we’ll offer you tailor made solutions.  

WHY US?
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MAIN OFFICE PIAZZETTA SCANNASERPE, 
3 

RETAIL VIA PRAGA, 48 
90146 PALERMO / SICILY / ITALY 

TEL. +39 091 361567 - INFO@STSITALIA.IT



visit our web site

and follow us on

want to know more?
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or come to see us
IN OUR BEAUTIFUL OFFICE IN VIA PRAGA, 48 - PALERMO 

STS - SICILIAN TOURIST SERVICE


